Constructing the phase diagram of sodium laurylethoxysulfate using dissipative particle dynamics.
Sodium Laurylethoxysulfate (SLES) is a fundamental ingredient in a wide range of surfactant products and the mapping of its various mesophases is pivotal in predicting the liquid viscosity. Here we want to show that the use of properly parameterised coarse-grained molecular models can provide structural information of the surfactant solutions not easily achievable through experimental characterization. We use a novel set of Dissipative Particle Dynamics parameters specifically developed for surfactant molecules to construct the first phase diagram of pure SLES in sodium chloride/water solutions. We found that our DPD model is able to reproduce the range of morphologies expected for these types of ionic surfactants and in agreement with recent rheological data and theoretical predictions based on the packing parameter. We calculated the structure factor for various salt concentrations and show that the change from spherical to worm-like micelles can be inferred also looking at the intensity of the peak at intermediate q-values which decreases in intensity as salt concentrations increase. Varying the ethoxyl groups we observe that the additional ethoxyl group increased the micellar radius and affected the micelles' shape polydispersity in the system. Finally, based on the contour length of worm-like micelles observed at intermediate salt concentrations, a closed mathematical formula is proposed capable of predicting the average micellar contour length given the salt and surfactant concentrations.